And SAM looks forward to...

Dr Nick Scriven, SAM President
The Important Bit

• Thank you to....... 
• Our sponsors 
• The local hosts 
• The SAM conference organisers (Mark et al)
• EVENTAGE!!!
• All of you for coming
My highlights

• Too many to list individually
• Some fantastic speakers
• Enthusiastic and receptive audience

• It’s a long time since I’ve learnt as much at a conference
And of course.....
Congratulations to our Poster Winners
Audit & Quality Improvement
Highly Commended Posters

A&QI 11  Identifying and Improving Delays in Processing ‘To Take Out’ (TTO) Medications
         Jack Bell

A&QI 24  Reducing Malignant Ascites Admissions to Ambulatory Care Using Indwelling Peritoneal Catheters
         Robert Johnston
Case Reports
Highly Commended Posters

CR 5  I Smell a Rat
Martin Winstanley

CR 10 Spinal Haematomas: A Rare Complication of Lumbar Puncture
Daniel Rodgers

Education
Highly Commended Poster

E 11  Delirious Tea Trolley Teaching!
Jonathan Downing
Research
Highly Commended Posters

Oliver Pumphrey

R7  Streamlining Inter-Hospital Communication by Reducing Avoidable Switchboard Delays
Rahul Ghelani
Service Organisation & Design
Highly Commended Posters

SO&D 6  Empowering the AMU to Transform End of Life Care
       *Mark Lander*

SO&D 15 The Impact of Ward Based Mental Health Liaison Team on
       Staff Skills in Caring for Patients with Acute Mental Health
       Problems on an AMU
       *Susan Nevitt*

SO&D 17 The Specialist Physiotherapist in Ambulatory Emergency
       Care: Developing a Frailty Pathway in the Ambulatory Unit at
       the John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford
       *Beverley Greensitt*
People’s Poster Vote Winner

R9 The Effect of Pharmacological Antipyresis on Mortality in Patients with Sepsis: A Sub-Analysis of the Phantasi Trial

Michiel Schinkel, Amsterdam UMC
So, what does SAM look forward to???
Winter (2019)
Brexit!
Brexit

• When I was given this title we all assumed would be ‘sorted’
• BUT IT ISN’T

• Thank you for giving SAM 5 minutes and letting us know what you think (NB not for forming any SAM position – we are just nosey)
Survey Results (1)

• Will our ability to deliver Acute Care be negatively impacted with either a managed or no deal Brexit?
Survey results (2)
– has the uncertainty affected either your hospital or your own work to date?
Survey results (3)

- What do you think any style Brexit would impact on most (over and above any current issues)?

[Bar chart showing the percentage impact on various aspects, with 'medical staff' having the highest impact, followed by 'non medical staff', 'social care funding', 'hospital funding', 'medication supplies', and 'consumable supplies', with no bars for 'funding'.]
Survey results (4)
— biggest non Brexit concerns

- STAFFING - 68
- WORKLOAD - 20
- NEW ED TARGETS/BED FLOW/CAPACITY 14
- MORALE/BURNOUT - 12
- FUNDING 11
- WINTER 2019/20 – 6
- COMMUNITY CARE 6
- PENSION CHANGES 3
- POOR/SHORT SIGHTED MANAGERS 2
- SAM MEDDLING IN POLITICS 1
Glimmers of Light

- SAM have a voice – meetings with DoH........
- SDEC
- RCP
- RCEM
- Recruitment figures
Where next?

• SAMBA 19
• New Urgent Care Access targets
• SDEC
• Workforce
• Thank you for coming
• Thank you for participating
• Thank you for all your support of SAM

• See you all in Harrogate - October 2019, London - May 2020 and Glasgow for SAM’s 20th Birthday in September 2020 (20 in 2020!!)
The Society for Acute Medicine
13th International Conference

12 CPD Credits

All Healthcare Specialists who work in an Acute Medical Unit, from Doctors in Training to Senior Consultants, Nurses, AHPs and Pharmacists should attend to keep on top of the latest research, opinions and innovations in acute and general medicine.

Registration Open Now

www.samonthemoor.org

www.samonthemoor.org